
Betwixt & Between, Gallery 2, September 2019  

It’s almost 6pm, the 5th of September, on a warm Thursday afternoon in Parktown and               
the Show is about to open. As art lovers and local neighbourhood folk gather to see the                 
opening of Betwixt and Between, I am standing there in anticipation as I am one of                
them. We are all starring through Gallery 2’s windows, trying catch a glimpse of the Free                
State Art Collective’s work on show.  

At 6pm, the doors open and we all scurry in, everyone moving towards the pieces they                
have been eyeing the most from the door. The show boasts work of all mediums:               
paintings, drawings, sculptures and some digital drawings. All young and emerging           
artists articulating their voices in their medium of choice.  

I am drawn to this cased box installation in the centre of the gallery. It’s Elrie Joubert’s                 
Free State Fix. One thousand found objects in clear gelatine capsules, displayed on             
laser cut plexiglass cased in a white wooden box. After starring at these objects for a                
while, it hits me. Aha! These are time capsules of Free State and each object               
represents a time, a space and moment at which the object was collected and sealed               
forever in time. With each object I feel I am transported to the Free State, the people,                 
their culture and their habits all through this miniature box in, even though, this box sits                
here in a gallery three kilometres away from where they were originally discarded or              
collected.  

Betwixt and Between, as the name of the show suggests, I am both here in the gallery                 
but also there with them as I experience these found objects. Zizicelo Sifumba ‘s              
Vocabulary Prison is another piece that captures my attention. The men reading their             
newspapers are imprisoned in an infinite loop Betwixt & Between the media and             
themselves and are aptly captured with a Droste Effect by Sifumba.  

These are some of the examples on how the artists achieved this Betwixt and              
Betweenness’ in their work but it was Teboho Mokhothu’s performance that stole the             
show. Draped in graduation gown made from deconstructed rubber, Mokhothu walked           
down the Jan Smuts sidewalk, bell in hand and into the gallery, a metaphor for his fight                 
against the South African academic system as a vice for slavery.  

As the show comes to a close, I realize that these artists have captured what it means                 
to be in a constant state of “Trans”. To be constantly changing and morphing into this                
and into that, never becoming, but always, Betwixt and Between which truly reflects             
South Africa.  
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